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1. Saturday, 22 December 2018 

1.1. Waking up thinking about the secrets of life 

Here are a few thoughts on “living” I had this morning while I was waking up and still in that 
quasi-dream state. I was mainly thinking about the first image below, but it was part of a 
larger thought process. This is what happens when you tend to listen to biology books as you 
go to sleep. I blame Nick Lane’s books for most of this. 

1.2. First question should be “What is living?”, not “What is life?” 

The figure below is what I was thinking of in the process of waking up this morning. The 
question to “What is life?” Should begins with answering the question “What is living?” 

!
Inside the “chamber” the potential energy from the incoming molecules on the left are 
extracted to create even higher potential energy molecules. These are the increasingly 
complex and functional molecules associated with “living”. 

But the 2nd law of thermodynamics needs to be preserved, so molecules with lower potential 
energy are released to the other side. Thus, the cumulative entropy (inside the chamber and 
what is expelled from the chamber) does in fact increase (more disorder) even as the chamber 
concentrates the lower entropy (higher order) molecules. 

Being able to concentrate these lower entropy molecules (molecules that have higher 
potential energy and are usually more complex) is important. You don’t want these molecules 
dispersing in a large ocean. These complex molecules help create more of the complex 
molecules (i.e., it is a feedback loop), so you want to keep them in the chamber. This 
concentration is critical to creating the self-sustaining complexity (high order, low entropy 
molecules) inside the chamber. 
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The chamber must thus have a filter capability. The molecules with moderately high potential 
energy are allowed in from the left, and the molecules with low potential energy are allowed 
out of the chamber on the right. The molecules with high potential energy are kept inside the 
chamber. 

This process 

• moderately high potential energy matter coming into a concentrating chamber 
• higher, more complex molecules being created and kept in the chamber 
• lower energy matter being expelled from the chamber 

is what I call “living”. 

Note: One variation on this is that the incoming matter (from the left) can also have more 
energy because it could be warmer, and then the matter leaving the chamber is cooler. That 
heat energy is used (at least in part) to create the more complex, lower entropy molecules 
inside the chamber. 

Note: This diagram and discussions here explicitly leave out energy from the sun, for 
example, radiation used in photosynthesis to help create more complex molecules. 
Photosynthesis is very complex, and I want to focus on the simplest examples of “living” and 
eventually “life”. 

1.3. The living chamber in rocks 

The “chamber” is key to “living”, and sometimes I think of it as a “living chamber”. It is 
what allows for the concentration of complex molecules that can create more complex 
molecules. Think of an early “RNA World”. 

One place where such a chamber exists is in rocks at the bottom of the ocean near tectonic 
spreading plates (see figure below). Cold water seeps down into the rock, gets heated by the 
hot rocks, and then comes back up. This is convection. Think of the convection in a boiling 
pot of water, but much gentler. 

As the water moves through the rocks, it picks up the moderately high energy molecules, 
essentially dissolving them from the rocks. As this warmed water rises back up, the pores in 
the rock serves as concentrating chambers. More complex molecules (the high energy, low 
entropy molecules associated with “living”) are physically trapped and concentrated in the 
pores, while smaller, higher entropy molecules flow out. 

Also, as mentioned in the note at the end of the last section, the heat from the warmer water 
can be used to help create the more complex, lower entropy molecules. 
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1.4. The living chamber goes mobile 

The pores in the rock, when in the presence of convection, can become living chambers. 
Food stock, in the form of the molecules dissolved in the water enter the pores. The energy 
from the molecules themselves (in their molecular bonds) and/or the warm water, support the 
creation of more complex, lower entropy molecules, meanwhile the higher entropy (lower 
energy) molecules, are jettisoned out of the rock pores. The chemical processes I call “living” 
is taking place inside these rock-based living chambers. 

But these pores are only one form of a living chamber. Other chambers are possible. The 
chambers just must meet the needs of the first and third bullets mentioned earlier: 

• moderately high potential energy matter coming into a concentrating chamber 
• higher, more complex molecules being created and kept in the chamber 
• lower energy matter being expelled from the chamber 

A cell membrane (a lipid-based chamber) could potentially meet this need. The cell 
membrane must allow (or pump) the food stock of moderately high potential energy 
molecules in, and then allow (or pump) the debris (the lower energy, higher entropy 
molecules) out. This allows the complex, lower entropy molecules to stay concentrated inside 
the lipid chamber (see figure below). 

The rock-based chambers mentioned in the previous section gets the pumping and filtering 
for free (courtesy of the water convection and physical filtering by the rock). The lipid-based 
chamber must somehow provide this functionality itself. This is in part why I think the rock-
based living chambers came first - they get a core functionality of a concentrating chamber 
for free. 
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Whereas the rock-based living chamber is fixed in the rock, the lipid-based living chamber is 
essentially mobile. This lipid-based living chamber is what would commonly be called a 
“cell” and “life”. 

!  

1.5. Bacteria and archae implications of rock-based living chambers 

There is a common view that all extant life arose form a single common ancestor, a single 
cell we can all trace our lineage to, the Last Universal Common Ancestor (LUCA). 

But, interestingly, there are two groups of prokaryotes - bacteria and archae - and they are 
very, very different from each other at many core functions of living. These core functions 
include how bacteria and archae copy DNA to RNA, translate that RNA into proteins, and 
how the cell membranes are constructed. 

How could such critical functionality of living be so different between these prokaryotes? 
Shouldn’t this functionality be preserved? 

One possible answer is that these two domains of life sprung not from a single lipid-based 
living chamber (i.e, a cell) but from different rock-based living chambers. They may have 
been part of a network of interconnected rock pores where complex molecules could pass 
between pores. If this is the case there is no LUCA, or at best, LUCA is a garden of rock 
pores. Our ancestor would literally be rocks at the bottom of the ocean. 
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